
What's new and FREE on the Web?

Greetings fellow web surfing quilters! I have a bunch

of new stuff for us to check out.

First up we are going to visit a wonderful source

from right here in Virginia; Pat Sloan. Patsloan.com

will get you there and boy is there a lot of there

there. You can sign up for her newsletter,{highly

recommended} check out her quilting podcasts,

watch how to videos, get Free patterns and tutorials

and sew-alongs, of course there is a link to her

shop, and a link to join her facebook community.

Check her out on Instagram as well, she is

quilterpatsloan there.

Most of you are familiar with the Virginia Quilt

Museum in Harrisonburg, and Pat is currently

working with them on a Sew Along with Wendy

Sheppard. It began in February and will finish

tomorrow but you can join in and make your own

version of the “Harrisonburg Quilt”. They will be

doing a Virtual Show and tell of everyone's quilts in



Sept through Dec. Check out either Pats web pages

or the Quilt Museum website vaquiltmuseum.org

Moving on I wanted to give a shout out to Our LQS,

The Quiltery they have grown quite a presence on

Instagram and I urge you to give it a look. They

post something new nearly everyday! They have had

two Quilt Alongs so far this year and those are up

on Youtube.

We are all familiar with Moda fabrics and one of

moda’s designers, BasicGrey which you can access at

basicgrey.com has a five dollar pattern of the

month each month. Not actually free but a

significant savings so check that out.

Next up is All People Quilt which is the website for

American Patchwork & Quilting {allpeoplequilt.com}.

I found some really sweet Quilt as you go Easter

Egg coasters under free spring patterns Took a

couple of hours but I was able to make a pile of

them and we passed them out at the meeting.



Hope you find something here that was useful or

interesting, more next month!


